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• We will look at best practices for including photos in your 
genealogy records, restoring them, keeping track of them, 
and using them to help you tell your story



What format are your photos and documents now?

•Glass (early types)
•Film negatives (sheet, roll)
•Paper, cardboard
•Slides (35mm)
•On a camera
•On a phone
•On digital media



Other Considerations

● Darkrooms
● Film selection
● Flash bulbs
● Photo services - developing and printing



Managing Your Physical Photos & 
Documents
•Set up a filing system based on surnames and time 
periods.

•Wear gloves when working with documents or photos. The 
older the photo, the more susceptible it is to damage. (To 
find: search “archivist gloves” on Amazon)

•For long-term storage, invest in archival quality storage 
boxes. I use Hollinger Edge boxes

•Separate groups of photos into archival safe plastic bags to 
keep them organized during digitizing.



Tips for Working with Non-Standard 
Formats
•Glass plate negatives, 35mm slides and other 
transparencies are harder to preview and sort but worth 
the effort. Invest in or rent a lightbox to view 
transparencies.

•Vintage albums and scrapbooks are incredibly fragile. 
Touch them as little as possible, especially if the binding is 
loose, and put them high on your list of digitizing priorities.



Work with Physical First

• Keep photos by family group or surname (depending upon 
the number of photos) then time period.

• Keep in archival containers and/or acid-free folders.
• Prepare/Organize plan for scanning.
• LABEL EVERYTHING whether in paper or digitally!
Do not throw out paper just because you have the photo 
digitally. Somebody or some archive should inherit the original 
although the digital images will reach many more family 
members.



Create a structure to work from

•We recommend starting with the master family folders (or 
boxes) and creating sub-folders within them. This is the file 
structure for your personal genealogy research

•The process of organizing your digital photos mirrors what 
you do with your physical ones – it’s just done on your 
computer. And there is more room for metadata to describe 
what you want to capture about a picture.

.



Folder Organization

• Start with family folder and create paper folders for each 
individual family. Where multiple pics exist for a generation 
or person, break where it makes sense.

• The folder for each person contains additional subfolders for 
photos and documents.

• Choosing when and where to split your family folder into 
ancestral and contemporary groups is up to you if you do it at 
all.

• Some of these folders may remain empty for some time, but as 
you discover more about your history, you’ll fill them up quickly!



Ambrotype of 
Oliver Hunt Howe

THE OLDEST PIC 
OF OLIVER HUNT 
HOWE IS HIS 
AMBROTYPE 
BABY
PICTURE, 
about 1860.



Examples of Folders

• Oliver Hunt Howe (1860-1948), son of Elijah and Julia, m. 
Martha Paul



Label everything (or be happy when 
someone else does)

In this case my Grandmother Avis Atwood wrote the notation about her maternal Grandmother Avis Hazard 
Nelson (1822-1877) and her picture with her twin taken in 1850.



Harriet Morey (1807-1874) and Cullen Friend 
Sturtevant (1795-1889) - painted on wood and now in the 
Shelburne Museum - attributed to Thomas Ware, c. 1823



DIGITAL FILE MANAGEMENT

•Set up a computer folder system based on the 
paper filing system, but use subfolders to keep 
families connected.

•Add new subfolders as you find or scan new 
information



Organize via titles and metadata
• Beyond sorting into folders, organize your files with file names and 
metadata. 

Baby photo title:  Oliver Hunt Howe 1860 Dedham, MA

• Metadata is the info you want to add to an image file, like keywords, the 
info you want to put on the back of physical photo but don’t have space 
for.

• A very important part of the process. You can even use specific 
software or use a spreadsheet to keep track of metadata notes. If you 
are working with a lot of digitized photos, keep a log of where they are 
stored. Items to keep in your log could include what is on next screen:



Metadata

• Date of file/image
• Filename
• Subject of image or description of file
• Individuals included
• Computer location (subfolder)
• Location of the original (if you ever need to rescan)

Use metadata to add historical context, identify people & 
locations, flag your favorites.



Backing up Digital

• If you backup your digital files to Cloud or USB drive (which 
we highly recommend doing!), then include the name/number 
and physical location of that media in the file location column.

• You can’t backup or share your physical version the way you 
can your digital versions. Make sure you have what is really 
needed to be saved in a digital form, and you will be protected 
from fire, flood, etc.



Capturing paper photos and documents 
to digital format
• Do you do the scanning yourself or have it scanned 

for you?
• Software options
• File types and extensions
• Resolutions and pixels

• Techniques
• Printer, smartphone, lightbox/slidebox



How do you handle materials born 
digital?

•Do you make paper copies or not?
• If you do make a paper copy, be sure to capture 
metadata on back of picture



Improving and restoring photos
➔ Improving and restoring photos 

- brightness, contrast, touch up

➔ Lots of online options, including
Ancestry and MyHeritage

➔ Software options
◆  www.pixlr.com/express 
◆    Adobe Photoshop Express (free for Apple and Android)
◆    Adobe Photoshop Elements

http://www.pixlr.com/express


Q & A

Feel free to contact us. 

Hope N. Tillman
http://www.tillmangenealogy.org
http://www.hopetillman.com
hope@hopetillman.com

Walt Howe
http://www.howegenealogy.org
walt@walthowe.com

Slides can be found at https://ccigenclub.com

http://www.tillmangenealogy.org/
http://www.hopetillman.com
http://www.howegenealogy.org/
mailto:walt@walthowe.com
https://ccigenclub.com


A separate folder for each because of number of photos and documents

Florence, Harry, Francis Raymond and Albert 
Morey Sturtevant,

children of Francis Crayton Sturtevant and Harriet Helen Ellis


